“World Book continues to be a first choice for libraries, schools, and homes...”
— School Library Journal

“Renowned for its exhaustive coverage and authoritative but accessible entries, the World Book Encyclopedia remains an outstanding resource, so engaging that readers of all levels find it hard to put down.”
— Reference & Research Book News

The 2017 limited edition of *The World Book Encyclopedia* commemorates the 100th anniversary of the publication of the first edition. This year’s edition highlights many notable developments, among them:

- **2016 U.S. Election** – Full coverage of the presidential race.
- **2016 Summer Olympics** – Statistics about every medalist.
- **Brexit** – The United Kingdom’s shocking decision to leave the European Union.
- **Zika** – The international public health emergency.
- **Muhammad Ali** – The life and career of the boxing legend and cultural icon.
- **Pop culture updates** – Articles about Lady Gaga and hit Broadway play “Hamilton.”

Take advantage of this unique opportunity to share in our history!

**Commemorative Edition US $999.00 (SRP US $1,199.00)**

SKU 10044
22 volumes; 14,000+ pages
7 1/4” x 9 3/4”